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Orphaned. Hunted. Framed for murder. And on the run. Who is Ruby Masters?"A journey of the

soul."ACCLAIMED CHRISTIAN ROMANTIC SUSPENSE SERIES. # 1 BESTSELLER IN

CHRISTIAN SUSPENSE, AND INSPIRATIONAL FICTION.GRAB YOUR COPY NOWÂ AT A DEEP

DISCOUNTÂ BEFORE THE PRICE GOES UP SOON!****Gripped by shock at the site ofÂ a

presumed routineÂ package delivery run, business woman and entrepreneur Ruby "Red" Masters

just saw a woman die. And she discovered The New Rulebook, something she knew nothing about.

But it knew everything about her, enough to frame her for murder. As the clock ticks, Ruby calls on

the one person she trusts, her best friend and police officer, Robert Towers. Robert will find a way

out. He always has.Â But as they race against time and beyond the reach of an unknown enemy,

Ruby didn't count on RobertÂ falling in love with her--and turning Christian. Robert's unrelenting grip

on his newfound faith irritates Ruby, until she's captured behind enemy lines. When all human effort

fails her, will she find that what she needed was right there all along? Or will she rebuffÂ the love of

the God she doesn't see, and that ofÂ the man she'd always known as simply a friend?RED is Book

1Â inÂ The New Rulebook Christian Suspense Series, a #1 bestsellingÂ series in Christian

Romantic Suspense. There are 9Â books in this series so don't miss out! Start with RED

now.*******Grab your copy of books 1-3Â for only $6.99. Search  for "The New Rulebook Series

Boxed Set"***"Ohagwu's tale interlocks suspense and romance. Delightful Christian Suspense."

Readers' FavoriteOver 50,000 copies of RED have been enjoyed by readers worldwide. Readers

have said that if you like Christian Romantic Suspense, Mystery and thriller novels, thenÂ REDÂ will

keep you turning the pages!Â RED is also available in Print and Audiobook.Ebook Categories:Â -

Christian thriller books-Christian romantic suspense authors-Christian Suspense Kindle

Books-Christian Mystery books-Christian Mysteries Kindle books-Thriller books best sellers-Mystery

SeriesThe New Rulebook Series hasÂ 9Â books:REDÂ is Book 1SNOWY PEAKS- Book 2THE

WEDDING- Book 3VANISHED- Book 4RESCUED- Book 5DELIVERED- Book 6FREEDOM- Book

7REST- Book 8SUNSHINE- Book 9Dive in, and enjoy this sizzling series thousands can't put

down.Scroll back up to grab your copyÂ ofÂ REDÂ today.
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From the first page, I was sucked into the life and death struggle Ruby (the main character) faces

when her client is killed by a sniper during a delivery.What I liked about this book: The masterfully

written action sequences detailing Ruby's escape then capture by agents of the New Rulebook. I

appreciated Ruby's defiance in the face of adversity.What I didn't like: Ruby's constant analysis of

her feelings toward Robert.If you want a suspenseful, action based thriller with hints of a Jason

Bourne movie, you will enjoy this read.I received a copy of this book from the author in exchange for

my honest review of the book. All opinions expressed are my own.

I received a free copy of this book in exchange for my honest review.When I write a review, I don't

try to briefly describe the story because that's the job of the cover. Instead I try to tell you how I was

affected by the story.This book grabbed my interest and several times I re-read entire chapters

because there were unexpected twists in the story that I wanted to remember. I really liked the

characters because they had known each other for such a long time and yet were still able to

surprise each other. I made the mistake of trying to read this story at a very busy time and found

myself upset when I had to stop reading because of obligations and then having my mind wander

back to wondering where the story line was headed from my stopping place. I recommend that you

do yourself a favor and read this story with as few breaks as possible - this book is worth that extra

effort. I sincerely hope that you enjoy this book as much as I did.



What are the chances that your soul mate would end up at the same orphanage as you in the same

year? Robert found his at the age of six, then had it confirmed when he found Jesus. Ruby on the

other hand was stuck in the friend zone. It took murder, being framed and in mortal danger, and

having only Robert to rely on for her to realize she might love him back. As a crazy man tries to kill

them both because they know the truth about The New Rulebook Ruby finally realizes just what she

has to lose.The emotions of the characters in the story are well delivered and discused. Emotions

that led our two main characters to find a higher power to guide their life. It appears big girls DO cry,

big boys too.I was so glad to see how the trauma Robert and Rudy experienced was dealt with

compassion rather than ridicule and censure.Great first story for the series. Now on to book two.

This book is simply great and exquisitely written. Thought provoking and full of suspense. Obviously

small enough for lazy readers like me!! Looking forward to more books from Joy. Thank you for this

master piece!!

Lots of danger, intrigue, suspense and even some romance. Ruby is the main character. She had a

delivery service she started to help her elderly neighbors but got a contract to pick up a package for

$10,000. That pick up went from bad to worse when the woman delivering the package was shot

and killed by a sniper right in front of Ruby. She calls her friend Robert (police detective) when she

quickly realizes she'll be the prime suspect and there were no other witnesses. She quickly

becomes a target herself and Robert is determined to protect her. High Tech "eye in the sky" type of

drama and lots of plot twist and really danger. Robert and Ruby share a new faith and they are

struggling with their long time friendship turning into something much more.This is the 1st book in

this series and I look forward to reading the others.

Red, The New Rulebook is the beginning of a series of Christian suspense books by Joy Ohagwu.

The New Rulebook is leading technology in surveillance and even though it was meant to control

crime, the bad guys have other ideas for its use. Ruby, is on what she thought was a usual

delivery/pick up job and it turned into her being framed for murder. The first person she knows to

call for help is her lifelong friend Robert, a police officer. And there begins the high tension drama of

their attempt at outrunning those who set her up in the first place. Who is behind the murder? Why

was Ruby chosen? Has she lost everything because of this new technology? Throughout the drama

and suspense, the author has woven a strong thread of faith in Jesus Christ and the change He can



make in one's life. infused throughout is also the tension of the friendship, perhaps soon to be

romance, of Ruby and Robert. Can Ruby see beyond the friendship to a closer relationship or will

her fears hold her back?

Red: The New Rulebook Series#1 by Joy Ohagwu -- I am always looking for Christian authors who

write suspense/mystery/romance books. I really wasn't sure about this book when I first ran across

it. The title really threw me. I read the reviews, and because it has a price tag of $00.00. I decided to

give it a try. So glad I did. It kept my interest from page 1 and the book is full of action with the right

dose of romance. Red (Ruby) is inadvertently drawn into a life/death situation with her life-long

friend, Robert - a police detective - trying to help her. They make an amazing team. To me, they are

somewhat reminiscent of Nick and Nora of The Thin Man series. Although this is a series book, it is

also a stand-alone book. I have not read the others in this series, yet, but have purchased them. I

highly recommend this book if you are looking for clean, Christian (but not preachy) suspense.

I loved this almost sci-fi /suspense /romantic /inspirational! Fast paced adventure that was not get

dragged out and warmly written novel . Ms Ohagwu is definitely one to look out for and getting set to

get other books as soon as post this review!
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